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Chairman’s letter
Over the past 37 years we have built one of the largest and most successful entertainment platforms on the African continent, reaching almost 22 million households
in 50 markets. More recently we have been leveraging our scale and distribution as platform of choice to start building an ecosystem of scalable, tech-based
consumer services.
Dear shareholder

Last year we spoke about the significant impact that
COVID-19 had on our customers, our employees, and our
business. As we started to exit the pandemic in FY22, one
would have been forgiven for thinking that the world would
be returning to normal. Instead, we were faced with many
other challenges: geopolitical conflict in Europe, regulatory
upheaval in China, stock market volatility, ongoing global
supply chain challenges and chipset shortages, and rising
global inflation which also give rise to the prospects of
normalising interest rates from historic lows. These issues
all paint a picture of uncertainty and risk and navigating
them requires calm temperaments.
Our global technology business, Irdeto, is often exposed
to these global dynamics earlier and more directly.
Currency weakness, higher fuel costs and rising food prices
ultimately impact local inflation and therefore negatively
affect discretionary spend of customers across our African
businesses. We do not underestimate the daily challenges
that Calvo and his executive team have to navigate, nor
do we take for granted the strong operational and financial
performance that they delivered in FY22. We are thankful
for their ongoing commitment and dedication, and for the
efforts of our colleagues across our various operations.
Calvo provides more insight into our operational
performance on page 62 of this report.
In December of last year, we said goodbye to one of the
stalwarts of our organisation. Nolo Letele joined M-Net
in 1990 and was closely involved in our expansion into the
Rest of Africa in the 90’s. In 1999 he was appointed as
Chief Executive of MultiChoice South Africa, he later became
the executive chair of MultiChoice South Africa Holdings
in 2010, he joined the MultiChoice Group board when we
listed. Nolo has been an instrumental part of our journey
for just over three decades – his immense experience,
tremendous warmth and unshakeable belief are already
missed, and we wish him well in his hard-earned retirement.
With Steve Pacak, Don Eriksson and Nolo Letele having
departed, we only have Jim Volkwyn and me left as
‘pay-TV lifers’ on the board.

Our strategy of enriching the lives of our
customers remains unchanged, but we
are expanding our value proposition
beyond video to include sport betting,
as well as financial, home and
educational services
Imtiaz Patel Chair of the board

We have good plans to adequately fill the
experience gap that they have left behind. We view
long-standing industry experience as exceptionally
important for a board to effectively oversee its
executive management team in an increasingly
competitive and rapidly changing industry.
However, several shareholders have expressed
concerns that our experience creates at least a
perceived independence problem, given that I am
the board chair and Jim is the lead independent
director. In reality, Jim’s independence of mind
and industry experience enable him to ask the
hard and tough questions and demand the highest
standards of our executive management team.
However, in listening to our shareholders and
considering their concerns, albeit perceptions,
Jim has indicated that he will be stepping down
from his role as lead independent director in
June 2024. This advance notice will allow
sufficient time for succession planning for this
important role. Fortunately, he has agreed to
stay on as a non-executive director thereafter.

Our board currently has 10 members, three of
whom are women and two of whom are non-South
African. Reality does not afford us the opportunity
to cherry pick the perfect candidates for a perfectly
composed board that works for all needs and
satisfies all stakeholders. Our nominations
committee has to balance a number of factors
in arriving at what is best for the business and
its stakeholders and shareholders and so looks
at many critical variables such as industry
knowledge, skills, experience, geographical
spread, diversity and a whole set of other factors
when putting candidates forward for consideration.
With that in mind, we will be, inter alia, prioritising
a blend of international experience, expertise in
the technology sphere and female candidates
in our appointments in the immediate future.
Looking forward, I am increasingly excited about
the road ahead for our group. We have been
building a business for almost four decades and
we are actively thinking about what our markets
will look like in the decades ahead. Africa shows
enormous promise. It has a large, young and
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Chairman’s letter continued

We are well placed as a group to see our way through
short-term headwinds, while positioning ourselves to
capture the exciting growth opportunities ahead
resilient population with a great propensity to use
technology to leapfrog legacy hurdles. Urbanisation
rates will be higher than elsewhere, and middleclass growth rates will only be surpassed by Asia.
More people will get access to electricity, the
internet and financial services and adoption rates
will accelerate when certain inflection points are
reached Africa will be one of the most exciting
consumer markets in the decades ahead.
We understand the secular changes that are
disrupting traditional linear pay-TV markets around
the globe. We are also aware that streaming
technology alone does not automatically solve all
the operational and business challenges of
a pay-video content enterprise.
As stock market valuations
correct, interest rates on

debt rise, and macro-economic issues shift
dramatically, global streamers are coming to the
same realisation. We have been adapting our
video strategy for changing technology trends and
evolving consumer preferences since we launched
in 1985 and we remain confident that our video
teams will adapt to and thrive as our markets start
to see additional disruption. Our approach is to
pursue a dual growth strategy in video, driving
penetration of our linear services, while scaling
with the nascent OTT market.
While we remain focused on the opportunities
to grow our core business, we are also at a stage
of our journey where we are able to look beyond
paid video entertainment services. We have
structured our group such that segments
and business units have independent yet
collaborative management structures.
Our Rest of Africa segment is on the cusp
of reaching breakeven – an exciting
prospect which brings confidence. We have
also settled into life as a standalone
listed entity. Our group executives
are closely involved in the
strategic direction and capital
allocation decisions required
to grow our core segments
and on broadening
our horizons.
We have a window into
the homes of 21.8m
subscribers and touch more
than 100m individuals(1). Our
platform has developed over

(1)

time with a trusted brand, unrivalled distribution
and payment capabilities, a strong technology
foundation, and a heavy focus on localisation.
This platform creates a unique opportunity for us
to offer more to our customers and to create
additional value for our shareholders.
We do not intend to be everything to everyone.
We understand our core competencies and want
to avoid a ‘me too’ approach as many global and
regional players pursue ‘platform’, ‘ecosystem’,
and/or ‘Africa’ strategies. We are not looking to
erect a walled garden or become an investment
holding company or industrial conglomerate.
But we do believe that by targeting the appropriate
verticals through organic investment and innovation,
strategic partnerships and select M&A we have
a rare chance to build something special and
unique. We aim to unpack more detail around
our various strategic initiatives later in the year but
suffice to say that the board is seeing significant
opportunity ahead and are excited to work with our
executive management team in realising our share
of that opportunity.
We will continue to enrich the lives of our
customers by enhancing our value proposition
to them, develop our employees through an
innovative and forward-looking culture, support
the growth of the industries we operate in,
and ultimately uplift our communities through
employment, value-chain support, service
provision, tax contributions and our various
CSI initiatives.

We cover these areas, including developmental initiatives, in detail
in the sections that follow this letter. To call out a few highlights
that resonate:
• In the spirit of developing our employees, our Chairman’s Top
Leaders Programme is successfully shaping young talent for future
leadership with some three candidates already occupying CEO
positions and another five having newly been promoted into various
management roles.
• In the spirit of supporting and developing the entrepreneurs of
the future, we have disbursed ZAR327m to date through the
MultiChoice Innovation Fund, with our linked initiative seeing
programme finalists secure an additional USD10m in funding
from global investors through the MultiChoice Accelerator.
• In the spirit of addressing South Africa’s dramatic and concerning
youth unemployment issue, we invested a further ZAR37m in
government’s Youth Employment Services initiative, having created
700 job opportunities to date and having placed 625 learners over
the two years we have been involved.
• In the spirit of developing the creative talent of the future, a further
87 interns and graduates passed through our MultiChoice Talent
Factory (MTF), bringing the total since inception to 293, with
our MTF Masterclasses now servicing 14 of our core markets.
• Finally, in the spirit of identifying, surfacing and developing the South
African sport talent of the future, our SuperSport Schools platform
has grown from strength to strength, having broadcast 5 429 live
games of school sports in FY22, including Viwe Jingqi’s 100m run
which saw her post the fastest under-18 female time in the world
this year.
While we are looking at FY23 with much anticipation, we realise
that the year ahead will not be without its challenges. As a board
we remain confident in the ability of our executive leadership and their
teams to execute against their plans. We believe we are well placed
as a group to see our way through any short-term headwinds, while
positioning ourselves to capture the exciting growth opportunities
we see ahead. Finally, many thanks to my colleagues on the board
who are all so passionate about this company and its exciting journey.

Imtiaz Patel
Chair of the board

Based on an average of slightly less than five people per household per our internal calculations using country household surveys and census.
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